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Abstract

Purpose To compare the safety and efficacy of two dif-

ferent approaches of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) production

methods as intra-articular injection treatment for knee

cartilage degenerative lesions and osteoarthritis (OA).

Methods The study involved 144 symptomatic patients

affected by cartilage degenerative lesions and OA. Sev-

enty-two patients were treated with 3 injections of platelet

concentrate prepared with a single-spinning procedure

(PRGF), the other 72 with 3 injections of PRP obtained

with a double-spinning approach. The patients were eval-

uated prospectively at the enrollment and at 2, 6, and

12 months’ follow-up with IKDC, EQ-VAS and Tegner

scores; adverse events and patient satisfaction were also

recorded.

Results Both treatment groups presented a statistically

significant improvement in all the scores evaluated at all

the follow-up times. Better results were achieved in both

groups in younger patients with a lower degree of cartilage

degeneration. The comparative analysis showed similar

improvements with the two procedures: in particular,

IKDC subjective evaluation increased from 45.0 ± 10.1 to

59.0 ± 16.2, 61.3 ± 16.3, and 61.6 ± 16.2 at 2, 6, and

12 months in the PRGF group, and from 42.1 ± 13.5 to

60.8 ± 16.6, 62.5 ± 19.9, and 59.9 ± 20.0 at 2, 6, and

12 months in the PRP group, respectively. Concerning

adverse events, more swelling (P = 0.03) and pain reaction

(P = 0.0005), were found after PRP injections.

Conclusions Although PRP injections produced more

pain and swelling reaction with respect to that produced by

PRGF, similar results were found at the follow-up times,

with a significant clinical improvement with respect to the

basal level. Better results were achieved in younger

patients with a low degree of cartilage degeneration.

Level of evidence II.

Keywords PRP � Cartilage � Osteoarthritis � Knee �
Intra-articular injection

Introduction

The social impact of degenerative diseases such as articular

cartilage disease and osteoarthritis (OA) is increasing, due

to the continued rise in the mean age of the population and

greater emphasis on physical activity in all age groups

[7, 36]. Unfortunately, the regeneration ability of cartilage

is limited, and trauma, chronic overload, as well as meta-

bolic and biological predisposition, may lead to the loss of

tissue homeostasis thus resulting in accelerated joint sur-

face damage and eventually end-stage arthritis [4], and we

do not have evidence-based methods for the treatment of

cartilage defects in the knee, yet [3].

Numerous approaches have been proposed as non-

invasive treatment with variable success rates, but none has

clearly shown an ability to alter the natural history of this
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disease, and therefore, none can be considered as an ideal

procedure for the treatment of chronic severe chondral

lesions or OA [15].

Recently, platelet-rich plasma (PRP) has been attracting

attention as an innovative and promising procedure to

stimulate repair or replace damaged cartilage, due to the

pools of growth factors (GFs) stored in the a-granules of

platelets, which have been found to take part in the regu-

lation of articular cartilage [34]. Among these, TGF-b has

shown an important role in phenotype expression, chon-

drogenic MSC differentiation, matrix deposition, and

decreasing the suppressive effects of inflammatory medi-

ator IL 1 on proteoglycan synthesis in cartilage [12, 26].

PDGF promotes the maintenance of hyaline-like pheno-

type, chondrocyte proliferation and proteoglycan synthesis

[32]. IGF stimulates proteoglycan production [21], and

many other bioactive molecules are involved in cartilage

regeneration and metabolism independently or with syn-

ergistic interaction [25]. PRP is a simple and minimally

invasive method to obtain a high concentrate of autologous

GFs in physiological proportions, which can be easily and

safely placed directly into the lesion site [6]. Moreover, the

risk of allergy or infection is negligible, due to the autol-

ogous nature of the platelet extract [31].

Despite the worldwide clinical application of this

appealing innovative treatment approach and interesting,

promising findings [33], research into its clinical efficacy is

still in its infancy, and in most cases, results are still pre-

liminary and controversial. The difficulty in this field of

research is increased by the numerous products used. PRP

is generally defined as a blood derivate, generated by dif-

ferential centrifugation of autologous whole blood, with a

higher concentration of platelets compared with baseline

blood, but more specific elements have not been uniformly

defined in the literature. PRP concentrations have been

reported to range widely, and the numerous preparation

methods present many other different variables, such as the

presence of other cells, activation and storage modalities,

and many other aspects that are not of secondary impor-

tance for determining PRP properties and clinical efficacy

[19]. In particular, the presence of leukocytes and their

intra-articular injection is controversial, since some authors

attribute better results to leukocyte depletion, because of

the deleterious effects of proteases and reactive oxygen

released from white cells; others consider them as a source

of cytokines and enzymes that may also be important for

the prevention of infections [10].

The aim of this study was to explore this novel bio-

logical treatment for degenerative lesions of articular car-

tilage and OA by comparing two products, already used in

clinical practice, which are based on different preparation

approaches: single- versus double-spinning procedures.

The hypothesis was that the difference in platelet

concentration, cellularity, and storage modality may lead to

different clinical results.

Materials and methods

Clinical experimentation was approved by the Hospital

Ethics Committee and Internal Review Board, and

informed consent of all patients was obtained.

The following diagnostic criteria for patient selection

were used: patients affected by chronic (at least 4 months)

pain or swelling of the knee and imaging findings (radio-

graph or MRI) of degenerative changes of the joint.

Patients were divided into three categories: degenera-

tive chondral lesion (Kellgren-Lawrence 0), early OA

(Kellgren-Lawrence I-III), and advanced OA (Kellgren-

Lawrence IV). Exclusion criteria included systemic disor-

ders such as diabetes, rheumatic diseases, hematological

diseases (coagulopathies), severe cardiovascular diseases,

infections, immunodepression, patients in therapy with

anticoagulants-antiaggregants, use of NSAIDs in the

5 days before blood donation, patients with Hb values

of \11 and platelet values of \150.000/mmc.

For this study, 144 patients affected by cartilage

degenerative lesions and OA were enrolled and treated

with intra-articular knee injections. Patients without MRI

evidence of cartilage changes were excluded from the

study. Symptoms were due to the degenerative knee con-

dition and not related directly to previous trauma. For the

patients who had undergone previous knee surgery, the

operation was performed at least 1 year before the injective

treatment. Among these patients, 72 were treated with 3

autologous PRGF injections and 72 with 3 PRP intra-

articular injections. Each center performed only one treat-

ment, and so the patient treatment allocation was due to the

center the patients attended. Both centers enrolled con-

secutive patients following the same inclusion criteria. All

the patients were prospectively evaluated at 2, 6, and

12 months’ follow-up. When lesions were bilateral, the

worse knee was chosen for the clinical evaluation, being

the one that determined the level achieved in the subjective

scores used.

No statistically significant differences were found

between the PRP and the PRGF groups regarding age, sex,

number of bilateral lesions, BMI, degeneration level and

previous surgery (Table 1).

Platelet concentrate preparation and injection

PRGF: The procedure consisted of a 36-ml venous blood

sample for every knee treated for every injection. Four

tubes of 9 ml of blood were centrifuged at 580 g for

8 min, obtaining a concentration suspended in plasma
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that was extracted by pipetting carefully to avoid leu-

kocyte aspiration. All the open procedures were per-

formed in a laminar flow chamber. Before the injection,

10% of Ca-chloride was added to the 5 ml PRGF unit to

activate platelets. The procedure was repeated for every

injection [38].

PRP: The procedure consisted of a 150-ml venous blood

sample for every knee treated. Two centrifugations (the

first at 1,800 rpm for 15 min to separate erythrocytes, and a

second at 3,500 rpm for 10 min to concentrate platelets)

produced 20 ml of PRP. The unit of PRP was divided into

4 small units of 5 ml each. All the open procedures were

performed in an A-class sterile hood. One unit was sent to

the laboratory for a quality test (platelet count and bacte-

riological test), 1 unit was used for the first injection within

2 h, and the other two units were stored at -30�C. Injec-

tions were administered every 21 days; for the second and

third treatments, the samples were thawed in a dry ther-

mostat at 37�C for 300 just before application. Before the

injection, 10% of Ca-chloride was added to the PRP unit to

activate platelets.

In both procedures, injections were administered every

21 days. The skin was sterilely dressed, and the injection

was performed through a classic lateral approach using a

22-g needle. At the end of the procedure, the patient was

encouraged to bend and extend the knee a few times to

allow the PRP to spread throughout the joint before

becoming a gel (Fig. 1).

Platelet and cell count

To analyze the differences in concentrates obtained with

the two procedures, 7 volunteers underwent blood har-

vesting, and both PRGF and PRP were prepared from the

same blood. The mean final quantity of platelet concen-

trated was 315,000/ll in the PRGF group and 949,000/ll in

the PRP group, with a concentration factor of 1.59 with the

single-spinning procedure and 4.79 with the double-spin-

ning procedure. The mean final number of leukocytes was

8,300/ll in the PRP group and none in the PRGF group,

with a concentration factor of 0.09 with the single-spin-

ning procedure and 1.49 with the double-spinning

procedure.

Table 1 Comparison of the patient characteristics of the two treat-

ment groups: the groups were homogeneous for age, sex, number of

bilateral lesions, BMI, pathology, and previous surgery

PRGF PRP

Patients 72 72

Age 53.8 ± 14.9 50.3 ± 14.4 N.S.

Sex 52 M, 20 F 43 M, 29 F N.S.

Bilateral 16 15 N.S.

BMI 25.1 ± 3.0 25.4 ± 3.5 N.S

Pathology 31 Cart degeneration

30 Early OA

11 Advanced OA

32 Cart degeneration

24 Early OA

16 Advanced OA

N.S.

Previous

surgery

23 (17 Meniscectomy,

8 ACL and 1 PCL,

2 tibial plateau osteosynthesis,

2 femoral osteosynthesis,

2 shaving)

33 (19 Meniscectomy,

9 ACL, 1 PCL,

1 MCL, 6 shaving,

6 microfractures,

2 ACI, 1 mosaicplasty,

2 tibial osteotomy,

1 patellar realignment)

N.S.

Fig. 1 PRP and PRGF preparation procedures
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Post-procedure protocol and follow-up evaluation

The patients were sent home after the injection with

instructions to restrict the use of the leg and not to use non-

steroidal or steroidal medication but cold therapy for pain

for at least 24 h. During the cycle of injections rest or mild

activities were indicated. Subsequently, a gradual resump-

tion of normal sport or recreational activities was allowed as

tolerated in both the treatment groups.

Patients were evaluated prospectively before the

treatment, at 2, 6, and 12 months’ follow-up. Subjective

IKDC, EQ-VAS (as recommended by ICRS evaluation

package), and Tegner scores were used for clinical

evaluation. Adverse events and patient satisfaction were

also recorded.

Statistical analysis

All continuous data were expressed in terms of the mean

and the standard deviation of the mean. One-way ANOVA

was performed to assess differences between groups when

the Levene test for homogeneity of variances was not

significant (P \ 0.05); otherwise, the Mann–Whitney test

(2 groups) or the Kruskal–Wallis test (more than 2 groups)

was used. The least significant difference test was per-

formed as post hoc pair-wise analysis of the Kruskal–

Wallis test. Generalized linear model for repeated mea-

sures with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple compari-

sons was performed to test differences of the scores at

different follow-up times. The influence of grouping vari-

ables on scores at different follow-up times was investi-

gated by the generalized linear model for repeated

measures with the grouping variable as a fixed effect.

Pearson’s nonparametric chi-square test evaluated by the

Exact method was performed to investigate the relation-

ships between grouping variables. Spearman’s rank

correlation was used to assess the correlation between

continuous variables.

A power analysis was performed for the primary end-

point of IKDC-S at the 6-month follow-up for PRP and

PRGF. From a pilot study, a standard deviation of 15.8

points was found. With an alpha error of 0.05, a beta error

of 0.2 and a minimal clinically significant difference of 7.4

points corresponding at 1/3 of the documented mean

improvement, the minimum sample size was 72 for each

group. For all tests, P \ 0.05 was considered significant.

Statistical analysis was carried out by using the Statis-

tical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software

version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).

Results

No severe adverse events were observed during the treat-

ment and follow-up periods. Both groups showed a statis-

tically significant improvement of all clinical scores from

preoperative to final follow-up.

PRGF group: the IKDC subjective score showed a

statistically significant improvement (P \ 0.0005) at

2 months, which was maintained at 6 and 12 months

(P \ 0.0005) (Fig. 2). Analogously, EQ-VAS improved

significantly (P \ 0.0005) at 2, 6, and 12 months’ follow-

up with respect to the basal level (Fig. 3). The Tegner score

improved at 2 months (P \ 0.0005); a further improve-

ment was seen at 6 months, then results remained stable at

12 months (Fig. 4).

PRP group: the IKDC subjective score showed a

statistically significant improvement (P \ 0.0005) at

2 months, which was maintained at 6 and 12 months

(P \ 0.0005). Analogously, EQ-VAS improved signifi-

cantly (P \ 0.0005) at 2, 6, and 12 months’ follow-up with

respect to the basal level (Fig. 3). The Tegner score

Fig. 2 Health status evaluated

with the IKDC score (0–100) in

the two treatment groups
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improved at 2 months (P \ 0.0005); a further improve-

ment was seen at 6 months, then results remained stable at

12 months (Fig. 4).

When comparing the two groups, no differences were

found in the subjective IKDC, EQ VAS, or Tegner scores at

2, 6, and 12 months’ follow-up. The satisfaction level was

similar, too: 76.4% in the PRGF group and 80.6% in the PRP

group. Moreover, there was also no difference in the level of

improvement: 59 patients reported an improvement at

12 months (18 mild improvement, 36 marked improvement,

5 complete recovery) in the PRGF group and 56 in the PRP

group (19 mild improvement, 32 marked improvement, 5

complete recovery) (Fig. 5).

Conversely, the two procedures showed a statistically

significant difference in the number of minor adverse

events observed after the injections: both pain and swelling

reaction were more frequent in the PRP group (P = 0.0005

and P = 0.03, respectively) (Table 2).

Further analysis was performed to determine the

parameters that influenced the clinical outcome. Inferior

Fig. 3 Health status evaluated

with the EQ-VAS score (0–100)

in the two treatment groups

Fig. 4 Activity level evaluated

with the Tegner score (0–10) in

the two treatment groups
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IKDC subjective results were observed in older patients at

12 months’ follow-up in both groups (q = -0.217,

P = 0.009 in the PRGF group and q = -0.296, P = 0.012

in the PRP group) (Fig. 6). The level of joint degeneration

also influenced the clinical outcome at all the follow-up

times, with better results for earlier degrees of knee

degeneration in both groups (Fig. 7). Other factors, such as

BMI, sex, bilateral lesions, and previous surgery, did not

significantly influence the final outcome in our series.

Discussion

The most important finding of the present study was that

both treatment groups presented a similar statistically sig-

nificant improvement in all the scores evaluated at all the

follow-up times. Better results were achieved in younger

patients with a lower degree of cartilage degeneration. The

comparative analysis showed more swelling and pain

reaction after PRP injections but similar final improvement,

thus suggesting the potential of both platelet concentrates

in treating joint degeneration processes.

In recent years, laboratory investigations are being

focused on the possibility of preserving normal homeo-

stasis or blocking or reversing structural damage as a

therapeutic target to avoid, or at least delay, the need for

more invasive surgical procedures in degenerated joints.

There has been an increasing use of autologous blood

products that might provide cellular and humoral mediators

to favor tissue healing in tissues with low healing potential

[9–11, 17, 19, 33]. The rationale is based on the GFs and

bioactive molecules carried in blood.

Blood-derived products have already been studied as

adjuvants for cartilage lesions or OA treatment. Frisbie

[13] administrated autologous conditioned serum (ACS, a

product mainly based on the presence of anti-inflammatory

cytokines, including IL-1Ra, elicited by exposure of blood

to glass beads) in horses with experimentally induced OA

and obtained a clinical improvement in lameness,

decreased synovial membrane hyperplasia, less gross

chondral fibrillation and synovial membrane hemorrhage,

as well as an increased synovial fluid concentration of IL 1

receptor antagonist. Anitua et al. [1] showed that autolo-

gous platelet-secreted GFs may have therapeutic effects in

OA by modulating synovial cell biology and reported an

increased hyaluronic acid (HA) concentration and a stabi-

lized angiogenesis after platelet concentrate exposure.

Gaissmaier et al. [14] applied human platelet supernatant to

chondrocytes from articular biopsies and observed an

accelerated cell expansion, whereas Mishra et al. [23]

reported that PRP enhanced MSC proliferation and chon-

drogenic differentiation in vitro. In a rabbit model, Saito

[27] reported preventive effects against OA degeneration

with the administration of gelatin hydrogel microspheres

containing PRP. Wu et al. [37] investigated the feasibility

of PRP as an injectable scaffold for tissue engineering to

support chondrogenesis: in the rabbit model, gelled PRP

was successfully used to provide a 3-dimensional envi-

ronment for seeded chondrocytes and deliver them to car-

tilage defects. Finally, Baltzer et al. [2] analyzed the effect

of ACS for the treatment of patients with knee OA in a

randomized double-blinded trial and showed that ACS

injections considerably improved clinical signs and symp-

toms of OA. However, it has to be underlined that also

Fig. 5 Improvement of the health status at 12 months evaluated with

IKDC score (0–100) in the two treatment groups

Table 2 Higher levels of pain and swelling were found in the PRP

group with respect to the PRGF group after the injections

Pain Swelling

Minor Moderate Severe Minor Moderate Severe

PRGF 58

81%

9

12%

5

7%

53

74%

16

22%

3

4%

PRP 24

33%

34

47%

14

20%

40

56%

21

29%

11

15%

Fig. 6 In both treatment groups, age was correlated with the clinical

outcome: at 12 months’ follow-up older patients obtained worst

IKDC results
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some risks have been pointed out in the animal model [18],

thus suggesting the need of studies in humans before a

wide application of PRP in the clinical practice.

Clinical studies currently available in the literature

support the role of PRP for the treatment of cartilage

lesions. Sánchez et al. [30] treated a soccer player using

PRGF for an articular cartilage avulsion and achieved an

accelerated and complete healing. The same authors also

reported [29] preliminary results about the effectiveness of

intra-articular injections of autologous PRGF for knee OA

treatment in an observational retrospective cohort study on

30 patients and suggested the safety and usefulness of this

treatment approach. Wang-Saegusa et al. [35] used the

same single-spinning procedure, PRGF, to treat knee OA,

and the evaluation of 261 patients showed a significant

increase in all the clinical scores applied, where 73.4% of

patients had an improvement at 6 months’ follow-up.

Sampson et al. [28] used another single-spinning procedure

for the treatment of a small group of patients affected by

primary and secondary knee OA and reported a favorable

outcome in the majority of the patients and maintained

those positive results for at least 12 months. Kon et al. [16]

published a pilot study of 100 patients treated with intra-

articular injections of PRP obtained with a double-spinning

procedure, with evidence of safety, pain reduction and

improved function. The evaluation performed at 2 years’

follow-up [8] showed an overall deterioration and a median

duration of the beneficial effect of 9 months. However, the

range of effect persistency was wide. In fact, a greater and

longer effect was found in young men, with a low BMI and

a low degree of cartilage degeneration. Finally, a com-

parative study recently showed better results for younger

and less degenerated joints with respect to HA [20].

Due to the unique properties of platelet concentrates and

the promising preliminary results reported, multiple sys-

tems have been developed to offer an easy, cost-effective

strategy to obtain high concentrations of GFs for tissue

healing in the clinical setting. However, different methods

lead to the production of different concentrates, which may

therefore present different properties and lead to different

clinical results. Essentially, protocols for producing PRP

can be summarized into 3 methods: selective blood filtra-

tion, single-spinning methods, and double-spinning proce-

dures [22]. Lower costs, patient acceptance and feasibility

explain the clinical application of the latter two approa-

ches. The single-spinning approach can concentrate plate-

lets 1 to 3 times that of baseline levels, whereas 4- to 8-fold

baseline levels are achieved by double-spinning. How-

ever, double-spinning also concentrates leukocytes. Thus,

whereas the single-spinning approach produces a low

platelet concentration, thereby possibly inducing subopti-

mal effects [33], the double-spinning approach achieves a

higher platelet concentration but includes white cells,

which might have deleterious effects because of the pro-

teases and reactive oxygen released, as well as a premature

platelet degranulation with consequently less GFs available

when the PRP is applied [24].

The aim of this study was to explore this novel bio-

logical treatment for degenerative lesions of articular car-

tilage and OA by comparing two products which are based

Fig. 7 In both treatment groups, better IKDC subjective results were

achieved in patients with lower degrees of knee degeneration at

2 months’ (q = -0.207, P = 0.029 and q = -0.295, P = 0.001 in

the PRGF and PRP groups, respectively), 6 months’ (q = -0.272,

P = 0.004 and q = -0.362, P \ 0.0005 in the PRGF and PRP

groups, respectively), and 12 months’ follow-up (q = -0.265,

P = 0.005 and q = -0.282, P = 0.002 in the PRGF and PRP

groups, respectively)
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on different preparation modalities: single- versus double-

spinning techniques. In particular, we compared two pro-

cedures that are already used in the clinical practice and are

the most documented in this field. Moreover, they also

represent two opposite approaches, with marked differ-

ences that make the comparison of the clinical effect of

particular interest. In fact, such differences are the focus of

a scientific debate, with experts claiming better results

related to different PRP properties but still no direct clin-

ical comparison in the literature. The hypothesis was that

all these differences, platelet concentration, cellularity, and

storage method (the PRP group involved the use of freeze–

thawed platelets), might lead to different clinical results.

Both groups showed a statistically significant improve-

ment in all clinical scores from pre-treatment to final fol-

low-up, with a better outcome in younger patients with

lower degrees of joint degeneration. The comparative

analysis failed to show any difference in any of the sub-

jective scores used at 2, 6, and 12 months of follow-up.

Satisfaction level and level of improvement were also

similar. Conversely, the two procedures presented a sta-

tistically significant difference in the minor adverse events

observed after the injections: both pain and swelling

reaction were higher in the PRP group.

This study is simply a comparison between the experi-

ence documented by two groups using different platelet

concentrates, thus study weaknesses and the absence of a

biological analysis do not allow to clearly explain these

findings. We could hypothesize, according to the current

debate in the scientific community, that the presence of

leukocytes might have caused local inflammation, thus

explaining the increase in reaction. However, the increased

post-injection reaction did not affect the final clinical

outcome. Also this aspect is controversial, and different

hypothesis can be considered: perhaps the inflammation

caused was scarce and self-limiting, too low to jeopardize

the overall results, or the higher number of platelets in the

PRP group might have counter-balanced the negative

effects of the leukocytes. However, the white cells might

also play a more complex role, with an immunomodulatory

capability and influence on GF concentration through their

own release of GFs or by stimulating platelet release of

GFs [5, 39]. Moreover, despite our attempt to minimize

confounding variables using same amount and timing for

the injected PRPs, variability and unanswered questions

still remain concerning the role of each of the different

aspects, such as number of platelets and storing procedure.

With regard to this aspect, despite the well-known alter-

ation of the morphology and decrease in platelet functional

properties, which includes the degranulation of alpha-

granules after storing platelets in freezing conditions [10],

the good results also found in the PRP group suggest that

freeze–thawing does not adversely affect platelet properties

to the extent of impairing their clinical efficacy.

The limitations of this study are the lack of randomi-

zation and placebo control group as well as imaging and

biological results. However, this is the first direct com-

parison of two platelet concentrates in the literature and the

high number of homogeneous patients analyzed, together

with the similarity of the injection protocol (same activa-

tion method, same number and timing of injections, same

post-injective protocol), answered some questions and

enabled us to draw some conclusions. The evaluation

limited at 1-year follow-up could be also regarded as a

limitation, but it has to be considered that, as for the other

injective treatments, the procedure can be repeated cycli-

cally making evaluations at longer follow-up difficult, and

that anyway the main results are expected at short term. In

fact, the main benefit is obtained at 6–12 months [8], and it

is at this follow-up that it is more reasonable to determine

the main difference offered by this two treatments.

Both treatments offered a significant improvement, with

similar results at all follow-ups, especially in younger

patients with lower degrees of joint degeneration, thus

confirming findings already reported in the literature [8, 16].

The two preparation methods differ for volume of blood

harvested (higher in the PRP double-spinning procedure),

number of blood extractions (higher in the PRGF method,

due to the use of only fresh platelets), and final concentrate,

with more platelets but also leukocytes in the PRP group,

and less platelets but absence of leukocytes in the PRGF

group (as documented in the literature and also in this study

with the direct comparative analysis of platelet concen-

trates obtained with the two procedures starting from the

same blood of healthy volunteers). However, despite all

these differences and the initial higher pain and swelling

reaction in the PRP group, PRP and PRGF treatments offer

same results at 12 months follow-up for the treatment of

cartilage degeneration and knee OA. One last aspect to be

mentioned, especially when comparing two procedures

showing a similar outcome, is the cost-benefit analysis. The

economic aspect in this case is not easy to be determined,

since the 2-step procedure is not commercialized and is

actually done for free for research purposes. However, it

has to be underlined that in both cases, the material

expenses are minimal, and the cost is mainly due to med-

ical staff costs. The main practical difference can be con-

sidered the requirement of an hematology unit for the PRP,

whereas PRGF can be more easily obtained and applied in

the clinical setting. Therefore, the results of our clinical

comparison suggest that the choice of the procedure may

be done more because of practical aspects and physician

preference, rather than because of differences in the out-

come expected.
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Further studies are needed to clarify the role of platelet

concentration and white cells presence, the influence of

freezing on the final platelet function, other than the

changes in platelet morphology, activation and function

due to the different centrifugation protocols, and if differ-

ent PRP preparation and application modalities could fur-

ther improve its clinical efficacy.

Conclusions

The clinical results of this study suggest that both proce-

dures may be useful for the treatment of degenerative

articular pathology of the knee. Better results were

achieved in younger patients with a low degree of cartilage

degeneration. The comparative analysis documented a

higher pain and swelling reaction after the injective treat-

ment in the double-spinning PRP group, but failed to show

any statistically significant difference between single- and

double-spinning procedures in the clinical improvement

obtained up to 12 months of follow-up.
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